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Welcome
The municipality of Torroella de Montgrí-L’Estartit is situated in the county of Baix
Empordà and in the middle of the Costa Brava, in an area of great environmental
interest marked by a wide variety of geographical features.
The municipality of Torroella de
Montgrí-L’Estartit, which has an area
of 66 square kilometres, includes a
wide variety of ecosystems and
landscapes, ranging from the
mountainous terrain of the Montgrí
Massif to the Baix Ter Plain and the
coastal strip, flanked by the Medes
Islands as an outstanding feature.

The area covered by the Baix Ter Plain, the
Medes Islands and the Montgrí Massif was
made into a Natural Park in 2010. The
municipal area of Torroella de
Montgrí-L’Estartit includes 68% of the total
area of the Park.
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Everybody
is welcome

Adapting to the times

Photographer
Auteur : Xavier
Aguilera
: XavierAguilera

The municipal of Torroella de Montgrí and Estartit
has continuously grown and adapted with the
changing times, modelling its tourism package
on the necessities and experiences of the visitors.
Catering for everyone with a wide choice and
variety.

The scenic beauty, cultural heritage makes it a
pleasant destination throughout the year, to
disconnect and relax on a long holiday, taking
small trips and doing sports of all kinds.
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Nature has been generous and
abundant with the richness of the land
and territory. Mountains, valleys,
gardens, rivers, wetlands,
beaches, dunes, and islands
converge in a single space.
Landscapes are beautiful
and natural, offering cultural
diversity that allow their discovery
by land, sea and air.

Sustainability
The fact that Torroella has the largest area,
confirms the beauty of its surroundings and the
growing interest of the municipality to protect a
beloved and unique landscape.
Respect for the natural environment and the land
is the result from the people who have built close
ties through their interaction with the environment,
but also interpreted through stories and anecdotes
told by past generations. The figure of nature is the
instrument that guarantees the perpetual
maintenance of the relationship between man
and land.

Proof of our constant effort are the
official recognitions obtained

Best of Seaside 2019

GOLD

Gold Award
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2019

Location

Torroella de Montgrí and
L’Estartit are situated
in the heart of the Costa
Brava, with easy access
from other coastal resorts
and also from Girona,
Barcelona and the
French border.

França

GR92/E12, Mediterranean path,
Ter Route.
Cap de Creus

Figueres

Eurovelo 8 Mediterranean
Route, Pirinexus, Ter Route.

AP-7
C-31

N-II

L’Estartit

Torroella de Montgrí
Girona
AP-7

SARFA and AMPSA companies
run regular from Barcelona,
Girona and the main towns on
the Costa Brava.
Illes Medes

Flaçà

AVE/TGV to Girona (45km),
to Figueres (a 39km).

C-31

Girona-Costa Brava (50km)
and Barcelona (150 km).
A-2

Barcelona
N-II

Information on walking and cycling
routes at visitestartit.com
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A Natural
Park with
three types of landscapes

The quantity and variety of both marine and terrestrial habitats, combined with the landscapes fashioned
by man in the Montgrí Massif, the Medes Islands and
the Baix Ter marshlands, were the factors that led to
the area being granted the status of a Natural Park in
2010. Three different types of natural terrain cohabit
within an area of 8,192 hectares.
The Park include a range of landscapes and habitats,
with a rich heritage that bears witness to the historical development of the area from the Palaeolithic era
to the present day. The protective measures combine
perfectly with the continuation of traditional activities
in the areas concerned, whether they be agricultural
or relate to active or exploration-based forms of
tourism such as hiking, scuba diving and cycling.

Photographer : Inès Zaldivar

In late 2016 the Montgrí, Medes Islands
and Baix Ter Natural Park obtained the
prestigious European Charter for
Sustainable Tourism, awarded by the
EUROPARC Federation.
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Nautical
activities

Discovery
paths

Sun
and beach

The pleasure port in L’Estartit
allows for the practising of
numerous nautical activities,
of which the most popular is
scuba diving. Thanks to the
preservation of the rich
biodiversity of the marine
environment, L’Estartit has
become one of the
main diving centres in the
Mediterranean.

The Natural Park is
criss-crossed by some
twenty or so paths designed
to explore the area and
discover its heritage. These
are paths that may be
followed on foot or by
bicycle, through the
mountainous areas, across
the plain or beside the sea,
with different levels of
difficulty and duration.

The municipality has a wide
strip of coastline 15.1 km long,
5.4 km distributed between 9.7
km of beach and rocky coast.
The beaches of fine sand and
shallow waters are ideal for
everyone.

Snorkelling, Sailing, windsurfing,
kitesurfing and paddle-surfing
are among the other water
sports practised in L’Estartit,
together with the possibility of
observing marine life in
suitably adapted boats.

Many of these paths lead
into neighbouring
municipalities or join up with
long-distance footpaths
such as the Pirinexus
network of cycle routes, the
River Ter Route, the GR-92,
or the networks provided by
the two county councils in
the Empordà.

The main beach of l’Estartit
and Cala Montgó provides the
visitor with all basic services
required. Water-sport zones
are clearly marked with visible
buoys. At the end of the
maritime promenade, which
runs alongside the beach,
there are various playgrounds
and communal areas to rest.
The beaches of Ter Vell, La
Pletera and Mas Pinell are also
part of the Natural Park and
attracts more for its natural
beauty and rugged settings,
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Tourism
proposals
Thanks to the great diversity of landscapes, services and
equipment that we have in our municipality, we can offer a
great range of touristic possibilities to enjoy your stay and
have lots of fun by doing many activities.

These proposals will allow you to discover nature, the sea, live new adventures,
learn and try new things, as well as to participate in our festivities, traditions and
cultural activities.
The experiences we present you are suitable for everyone and we have
classified them according to the type of public and types of activities.

Photographer : Diego Escobar

Let's get into adventure!

Adventure
làser

Families, groups
CA, ES, EN, FR
Yes
All year
Gualta

Fun guaranteed!
Thinking, running, dragging and screaming! The laser games are a step ahead from paintball. Continue the
adventure: strategy, emotions and excitement without impacts or bulky protections, everything in a simpler
way and suitable for all physical conditions. The activity is harmless and leaves no residues due to the infrared
rays, the same ones that we find in the remote controls used for the TV. The games are very varied. Everything
that happens during the game stays registered in the gun’s memory in order to know all the results by the end
of the game.
An innovative activity, suitable for the whole family, friends, bachelor parties, corporate groups… The only way
to win the game is to build cohesion in the team and work together! Aren’t you willing to try? The activity lasts a
real-time game, which is about 90 minutes, including training and explanations between breaks.

All the equipment
required.
Further information:
info@enestartit.com / +34 972 750 699
www.enestartit.com

Balloon
flights
around the
Empordà
Families, senior, active
CA, ES, EN, FR

Hípica
Mas
Paguina

Experience the fun of a balloon trip around the Empordà.
Flights are available all year round, allowing o enjoy the particular charm of the landscape in each season.

Yes
All year
Colomers, Verges
Flight, breakfast, cava,
photographs,
insurance.

Further information:
Globus Empordà
www.globusemporda.com
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Discovering nature

Bike
guided
route

Families, senior, active
CA, ES, EN, FR
Yes
All year

Golf in
Empordà

The route, flat and simple, takes to
us from l'Estartit to Torroella de
Montgrí in bicycle, discovering
along our way the numerous
curiosities on the geological
formation of the Massis del
Montgrí, the different typical fields
of olive trees or apples in the zone,
and the spectacular river mouth
of Ter river.

Further information:
info@enestartit.com
+34 972 750 699
www.enestartit.com

Optional classes
All year
Gualta

Yes
April to December

7 day of half board
accommodation at
Hotel Medes II (3*) and
six days of golf
(Perelada, Empordà
Links, Empordà Forest,
Pitch & Putt Par3, Platja
de Pals and PGA
Catalunya).

Further information:
Hotel Medes II
www.hotelmedes.com

Horse
riding
Mas
Paguina

Pitch
and
Putt

CA, ES, EN, FR

CA, ES, EN, FR

Enjoy a week of golf in a natural
setting and in some of the best
golf courses in Europe.

Hotel Medes II, L’Estartit

L’Estartit

Families, senior, active

Senior, groups,
individual

Defined as a Par3 of short
distances, the 18 hole course is a
golfer’s delight, with bunkers,
lakes and large greens, it provides
a challenge for players of all
levels and abilities. The main
advantage for beginners is the
fact that they can play the course
after having taken only a few
lessons, as p&p handicaps are
not obligatory.

Families, groups
All year
Hípica Mas Paguina

This route/excursion/visit/promenade will allow you to ride a
carriage and a horse; it is up to
you to choose which one you
prefer.
This activity is perfect for families
and groups.

Green fee & practices.
Further information:
info@enestartit.com
+34 972 750 699
www.enestartit.com
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Further information:
Hípica Mas Paguina
www.hipicamaspaguina.com

Discovering nature

Small and
family
campsite

Families, senior, active
CA, ES, EN, FR

Located within the Montgrí,
Medes Islands and Baix Ter
Natural Park, Camping Rifort
offers long-term stays for seniors.

March to November

Families, senior, active
CA, ES, EN, FR
Yes

Borrowing books,
adapted facilities,
swimming pool with
whirlpool and bench…

April to November

Cottage surrounded by nature
from where start exploring
landscapes, history and culture of
Ter river's plain. Walks on foot or
by bicycle, horse carriage rides
and horse riding are some of the
activities to discover the prairie of
Baix Ter.

Mas Ramades

Further information:
Càmping Rifort
www.campingrifort.com

Discover
a rural world

Families, senior, active

Rural
tourism
in the
Natural
Park

We propose you to sleep in our
rural house Mas Ramades, where
you will be able to taste local
products and discover the
Montgrí, Illes Medes and Baix Ter
Natural Park with a guide, who is
going to help you discover the
different landscapes and explain
its interesting history. This offer,
with a minimum stay of 2 nights,
includes accommodation,
breakfast and guided tour in the
Natural Park. Moreover, we offer
you the opportunity to eat
regional products, which benefits
local producers in the area.

Accommodation in a
double room,
breakfast, swimming
pool, parking, wifi and
other facilities.

Further information:
Possibility of organizing
activities on your own
or with an official guide
through the Natural Park.
Mas Ramades
www.masramades.com

Birdwatching
by kayak on
the River Ter

Families, groups
CA, ES, EN, FR
Yes
Spring and Autumn
Colomers

River landscape.
A kayak trip along the River Ter
accompanied by a guide, who
will explain the different species
we see and hear along the route.
Having reached Verges we’ll
return to Colomers on foot and
observe the flora.
It’s a comprehensive guided tour
for all ages.

Further information:

Further information:

Mas Ramades
www.masramades.com

Mas Ramades
www.masramades.com
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Discovering nature

Ecotourism
in the
Natural
Park
Families, senior, active

CA, ES, EN, FR

Walking and cycling routes for
exploring the natural, cultural, and
historic heritage of the Montgrí,
Medes Islands and Baix Ter
Natural Park.

Hiking
and discovery
activities in the
Natural Park at
the Emporda
Families, senior, active
CA, ES, EN, FR

Yes

March to November

January to November

Half-board
accomodation

Enjoy the freedom and
independence of staying in a
house or apartment right beside
the Natural Park and explore “at
your own pace” a series of routes
of varying distances and degrees
of difficulty.

Further information:
Possibilité d’organiser des offres pour
tout type d’activités libres ou
accompagnées de guides agréés

L’Estartit
Guide, insurance,
binoculars.

Hotel Bell Aire
www.hotelbellaire.com

Further information:

GAIA - Guies
www.gaiamoia.com

3 days
discovering
the Montgrí,
Medes islands
and Baix Ter
Natural Park
Senior
50+ Special
Special Pack
Accommodation +
activities: from €90.50
per person
Boat trip, guided route
on foot, electric
bicycle and 2 nights’
accommodation in an
apartment for 2
people.

Activities designed for seniors.
L’Estartit offers over 14 trekking
routes featuring different
difficulties, each with a high
landscape, cultural and natural
value. You can also enjoy a trip on
a Burricleta, an electric bicycle
that will take you effortlessly to the
Natural Park’s most interesting
spots.
The boat trip through the Medes
Islands Nature Reserve is a must to
discover this striking seabed.
Further information:
info@enestartit.com
+34 972 750 699
www.enestartit.com
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Guided walking
tours to
discover the
vegetation
and fauna
Families, groups,
seniors, companies
CA, ES, EN, FR
Yes
All year
Price per group
€ 150 + VAT

Guided walking itineraries along
easily accessible trails and paths.
You’ll learn to get your bearings,
learn more about the region,
identify the edible forest fruits,
recognise bird songs and follow
the tracks of mammals in the
forests.
A real adventure! We’ll back up
the route and the explanations
with a bit of history about pirates,
smugglers and bandits.

Further information:

GAIA - Guies
www.gaiamoia.com

Discovering nature

Exploring
the Montgrí,
Medes islands
and Baix Ter
Natural Park
Families, senior, active
4 days’
accommodation in an
apartment for 2/3
people and the
activities listed below.

Five days to discover the Natural Park by land, sea and air. If you would like a unique experience in the heart of
nature, do not miss the chance to enjoy the activities detailed below!
Day

Morning

Afternoon

1

Boat trip and eco-hiking

Eco-kayaking

2

Burricleta electric bicycle trip

Burricleta electric bicycle trip

3

Snorkelling at Medes islands

Paddle Surf

4

Kayaking down the River Ter

Pirate experience on the Corsari Negre

5

Balloon Fight

Ruta del vent: Hiking guided route

Further information:
Estació Nàutica L’Estartit - Illes Medes
www.enestartit.com

Hiking
at your own pace
in the Natural Park

Families, senior, active
CA, ES, EN, FR, NL, IT
Yes

Enjoy the freedom and
independence of staying in a
house or apartment right beside
the Natural Park and explore “at
your own pace” a series of routes
of varying distances and degrees
of difficulty.

Guided
trips by
kayak and
paddleboard
Families, senior, active
CA, ES, EN, FR
Yes

June to September

March to November

L’Estartit

Sailing School. L’Estartit

Villa, house or
apartment (2-4
rooms).

Kayak, paddleboard,
life jacket, oars,
insurance, taxes and
support board.

Minimum stay: 2 nights.

Further information:
Ceigrup Torrent API
apartamentosestartit.com

Have fun exploring the Natural
Park in an environmentally
friendly way and discover the
hidden spots along the coast,
accompanied by an accredited
Park guide.

Further information:
Club Nàutic Estartit
www.cnestartites
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Discovering nature

Hiking
guided
route

Families, senior, active
CA, ES, EN, FR
Yes
All year
L’Estartit
Guide, insurance.

The Natural
Park
by land,
sea and
air
On this hiking route you will
discover the most genuine nature
of the Natural Park on its slopes of
Montgrí, combined with the
millennial history that runs through
the whole mountain. Along its way
from Torroella de Montgrí, an
ascent without technical difficulties
will lead us to the “Coll de la Creu”,
where we will enjoy the first views.
We continue climbing, now on a
rocky road, zigzagging, that will
lead us to the top, to the Castle.

Families, senior, active
CA, ES, EN, FR
Yes
April to November
Hotel Medes II, l’Estartit
Accommodation in a
double room.

Further information:

Further information:
info@enestartit.com
+34 972 750 699
www.enestartit.com

CA, ES, EN, FR
No
March to October

Hotel Medes II
www.hotelmedes.com

Guided
route
on Segway

River
kayak

Families, senior, active

Discover the Montgrí, Medes Islands
and Baix Ter Natural Park from
three different perspectives while
pedalling, swimming and flying.
Two days’ full-board accommodation at Hotel Medes II (3*) and an
electric bicycle (Burricleta) trip
around the medieval villages of the
Empordà region, plus a boat outing
around the Park and the Medes
Islands Marine Reserve and a flight
to see the Natural Park, rice
paddies, villages, bell towers and
sea marshes, etc. from the air.

Dare to discover the Ter River from
the water by kayak, let yourself be
surrounded by nature and observe
the amount of life (vegetation, birds,
reptiles, amphibians, etc.) that the
river hides. It is an easy and very fun
stretch to do with the family, with
lots of vegetation on both banks of
the river. Section from Colomers
to Verges

Families, senior, active
CA, ES, EN, FR
Yes
All year

Colomers

Gualta o l’Estartit

Kayak, rowing, lifevest.

Segway, helmet and
specialized instructor.

Further information:
info@enestartit.com
+34 972 750 699
www.enestartit.com
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Eco-friendly, easy and fun. This is
the Segway X2, an innovative and
enjoyable way of riding across the
Empordà region. The electric
vehicle comfortably travels the hill
terrain, beaches, marshland and
nature trails, as well as the old
village streets.... Suitable for all
ages and the driving only takes a
few minutes to learn. You will be
accompanied at all times by a
guide, who will explain and assist
throughout the excursion.

Further information:
info@enestartit.com
+34 972 750 699
www.enestartit.com

Discovering nature

E-bike
route

Families, senior, active
CA, ES, EN, FR
Self-guided
All year
Gualta o l’Estartit

Sleep and
pedal
on the
Montgrí
plain
Burricleta, the rural electric bike
will take you through its exclusive
GPS tracking system to visit the
most beautiful and surprising
corners of the Baix Empordà.
With burricleta routes you can
share with your partner, family or
friends an endearing experience
visiting the Baix Empordà, a day
you will remember forever.

Families, couple,
senior, active
CA, ES, EN, FR, DL
No
All year
Càmping les Medes,
l’Estartit

Sleeping in the heart of nature is
possible at the Les Medes
campsite. Not only that, do you
want to visit our natural park on
wheels too?
We hire out traditional and electric
bikes and we provide you with
maps with information on the
area and what to see in each
place.

E-bike, gps, technical
asistance.
Further information:
info@enestartit.com
+34 972 750 699
www.enestartit.com

Further information:
Càmping les Medes
campinglesmedes.com

Author : Montserrat Janoher

Culture, tradition
and gastronomy
by land and sea

Families, groups

Discover the coastal and inland sections of the Natural Park, including the rural area.

CA, ES, EN, FR

Day one.- Hiking through the Natural Park as far as Montgrí Castle and Saint Catherine’s Hermitage, where
we’ll enjoy a guided tour and lunch.

Yes
All year
Mas Ramades

Day two.- We’ll set out early in the morning from L’Estartit beach to see the sun come up and then enjoy an
instructed yoga class. A picnic breakfast with local products. We’ll then leave the port by boat and enjoy the
Montgrí coastline and the Medes Islands and, at the end of the trip, back in the port, we’ll learn more about the
cuttlefish project 'Projecte Sepia'.
Day three.- A visit in a horse-drawn carriage to the plain of the River Ter, the rural area and La Pletera, where
we’ll enjoy the landscape, the terrain and the characteristic flora. Day four.- A guided tour of Torre Bagura, a
private fortified farmhouse which has been declared a National Asset of Cultural Importance.

Accommodation
Further information:

Mas Ramades
www.masramades.com
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Come and learn to...

Archery
game

Families
CA, ES, EN, FR
Yes

Archery Tag is a unique adventure experience that uses authentic bows, and arrows with their tips made of
foam. You can take part in a thrilling game, full of action, which is also easy for everyone who iscapable of
pulling the bowstring.
You will feel get an adrenaline rush, but you will have a fun and safe experience at the same time, because the
impact doesn´t hurt.

All year
Gualta
All the equipment
required.

Further information:
info@enestartit.com | +34 972 750 699
www.enestartit.com

Montgrí wines,
with Carles
Xuriguera

Families, groups

A wine tourism activity in Montgrí.

CA, ES, EN, FR

A guided tour of Montgrí that includes the vineyard, where the owner will tell us about his experiences and the
characteristics of the vines. The visit will end with a tasting of wines accompanied by local products while we
watch the sun go down.

Yes
All year
Mas Ramades
Guided tour.
Wine and local
product tasting.

Further information:
Mas Ramades
www.masramades.com
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Come and learn to...

El Caganer

Families, groups,
individual, senior

Get to know the tradition Catalan tradition “El Caganer”.

CA

You can get to know in depth some of our traditions and see the artisanal production of the “Caganer” figure,
its history and all of its secrets.

We propose a completely new activity for children and adults.

Yes
May to September
Hotel Medes II, L’Estartit

Further information:
info@enestartit.com
+34 972 750 699
www.enestartit.com

Robinson
adventure

Families, senior, active
CA, ES, EN, FR
Guided boat trip,
non-guided hike back.

Experience the adventure of
disembarking at a hidden cove
and hiking back on your own with
just a map to help you find your
way.

Other land
activities

Families, senior, active

Individual or group classes of
tennis or paddle.

CA, ES, EN, FR

Body Wave: Relaxation activities
in a group.

With teacher
All year

May to November

Complex Torre Gran
L’Estartit.

Medaqua, l’Estartit
Boat, map.
Further information:

Further information:

Medaqua
www.medaqua.com

Club Nàutic Estartit
www.cnestartites
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Live the sea

Go for it!
raise the
sail!

Families, senior, active
CA, ES, EN, FR

The
Corsari
negre

What is it like to sail?

Families, senior, active

What does it feel like to be carried
along by the breeze?

CA, ES, EN, FR

Come and find out for yourself!

Yes

July and August

March to November

L’Estartit harbor

Sailing School. L’Estartit

Pirate route and drinks

Boat, life jacket,
insurance.

We recommend you
to call the previous
day to know
the sea conditions
and check availability.

Further information:
Club Nàutic Estartit
www.cnestartites

Traditional
boat
excursion

Families, senior, active

CA, ES, EN, FR
March to October

Enjoy a pleasant departure in a
traditional boat which its small
size allows us to offer a route
near the coast to observe in
detail the effects of the sea and
appreciate the Costa Brava.

L’Estartit

Families (+12 years old),
groups, couples
CA, ES, EN, FR
Yes

Aquàtica, l’Estartit.
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Further information:
Nautilus
www.nautilus.es

Diving
initiation

All year

Further information:
+34 972 750 699
info@enestartit.com
www.enestartit.com

The Corsari Negre is a boat made
of tropical wood just like the old
pirate ships. It navigates all along
the Montgrí coast and arrives to
the Tres Coves (Three caves)
where, by transshipping to a
smaller boat, you will be able to
continue to explore the inside of
the caves. Finally yet importantly,
you will enjoy a refreshing bath
and you will visit the famous
Medes islands.

Would you like to dive down to the
seabed for the first time?
Do you want to do it in a single
day? An initiation with us is the
ideal solution to enable you to
enjoy your first thrills as a diver.
The activity will consist of 3 stages:
A theoretical stage as a brief
introduction, a diving session to
adapt to and familiarise yourself
with the pool and, finally, diving
in the sea after leaving the port
by boat.

Further information:
Aquàtica
www.aquatica-sub.com

Live the sea

Premium
getaway
in the
Nature Park

Discover
the seabed
around the
Medes
Islands

Families, senior, active

Short break in the Montgrí, Medes
Islands and Baix Ter Natural Park.

Families, senior, active

Fancy gliding around among the
fish?

From €752

Sailboat Bavaria 46 & Spa Hotel 4
stars.

CA, ES, EN, FR

Sailboat with capacity for 9
people, 1 day.

Yes

Immersing yourself in the amazing
underwater flora and fauna of a
Natural Park?

1 Double Room in the middle of
nature.

May to October
L’Estartit

Medaqua enables you to experience one of the major natural spaces
of the Mediterranean, which has
been protected and regenerated for
30 years.

Mask, snorkel, flippers,
wetsuit, boat.
Further information:
+34 972 750 699
info@enestartit.com
www.enestartit.com

Further information:
Medaqua
www.medaqua.com

Flyfish

Families, active
CA, ES, EN, FR
Yes

Have you ever flown over the water?
Climb this inflatable kite for a maximum of 6 people and enjoy an exciting and spectacular experience.
Feel the speed of the boat, the waves and the wind lifted the water making jumps like a flying fish.
You can not lose this. Test your adrenaline!

May to September
Platja Gran, l’Estartit
20 minutes de trajet,
maximum 6 personnes.
Plus
Further
d’informations:
information:
info@enestartit.com | +34 972 750 699
www.enestartit.com
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Live the sea

Snorkeling
at the
Medes
islands
Families, senior, active

CA, ES, EN, FR
Yes
March to October
L’Estartit
Full equipment,
boat and monitor.

Let your self be surprise by the
underwater world that hides the
Medes Islands Marine Reserve,
considered the best in Europe. We
propose 50 min of snorkeling with
your family or friends, and discover,
with the help of accredited guides
who will accompany you, the
spectacular habitat below the sea
surface. Enjoy a boat ride through its
islets, and be captivated by the
beauty both emerged and
submerged from this privileged
environment.

Further information:
+34 972 750 699
info@enestartit.com
www.enestartit.com

The adventure
of the
Nautilus

Families, senior, active

CA, ES, EN, FR

Nautilus ships, with its large
transparent windows allow you to
see the rich marine life of Medes
Island’s seabed.

All year
L’Estartit harbor
Medes and Montgrí
coast Tour
We recommend you
to call on the previous
day to know the sea
conditions and check
availability.

Further information:
Nautilus
www.nautilus.es

Underwater
short break

Active

Enjoy the largest marine reserve in the Mediterranean!

3 DAYS & 2 NIGHTS
PRICE FROM
€118/PERS.

Discover hundreds of species and enjoy the crystal clear waters of a privileged place on the Costa Brava.
Dive into Salpatxot, or Dolphin Cave and live unforgettable moments underwater.

Accommodation in
apartment for
2 people + 3 dives.

With a team of guides and instructors serving divers and centers that offer everything needed for diving, from
facilities to wash and dry diving equipment to complete dive equipment for hire.
L’Estartit offers a wide range of shops and restaurants. Choose your accommodation between camping,
apartment or hotel.

Further information:
Estació Nàutica
L’Estartit - Illes Medes
www.enestartit.com
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Live the sea

Jetski

Families, active
CA, ES, EN, FR
Yes
March to October
Platja Gran of l’Estartit

Sailing
around the
Natural
Park
Rent your jet ski to explore every
little corner of our Natural Park
and its surroundings, located in
the heart of Costa Brava.

The Jet Ski instructors will explain
you how to ride and they will be
your guides. It is the perfect
activity if you are looking for
adventures and a dose of
adrenaline to enjoy the sun with
your family or friends in an
exceptional environment.

Families, senior, active
CA, ES, EN, FR
Yes
May to September

Let yourself be carried along by
the sea breeze caressing the
Medes Islands and the coast of
the Montgrí Massif.
Learn to sail a boat with a
Medaqua monitor or simply enjoy
the ride, the views, and the bathe,
following the pirate routes of over
200 years ago.

Medaqua, l’Estartit
Life jacket, sailboat.

Guided tour on a jet
ski for 2 people.

Further information:

Further information:
+34 972 750 699
info@enestartit.com
www.enestartit.com

Medaqua
www.medaqua.com

Boat
trips

Families, senior, active

Enter into the caves, and enjoy the peaceful coves.
A boat trip along the coast to observe the beauty of the Costa Brava.

CA, ES, EN, FR
Yes
All year
Moll de Llevant,
l’Estartit
Maritime excursion of
1h 45 minutes and stop
for bath.

Further information:
+34 652 94 28 72 | info@creuers2mes2.com
www.creuers2mes2.com
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Live the sea

Surfing
lessons

Families, groups,
individual
CA, ES, EN, FR
Yes
All year

We carry out activities based on optimising the natural resources that surround us, adapting them to surfing
introductory courses and improvement programmes.
We have a rural setting ideal for this kind of activity to cleanse us of the effects of large and increasingly
overcrowded cities, where we live surrounded by stress, movement, and noise as prisoners of our time. We hold
surfing lessons for everyone who wishes to enjoy an experience at sea.
We group the students together in accordance with their age and level of skill (from children aged six to adults).

L’Estartit and Mas Pinell
Beach
Class and equipment
BABY SURFERS
(5-7 years): 35€/session

SURF KIDS:
(8-14 years): 35€/session

YOUNG SURFERS
(15-18 years): 40€/session
ALL SURFERS
(+18 years): 45€/session

Further information:
info@enestartit.com | +34 972 750 699
www.enestartit.com

Sailing
Medes
islands

Other
water
acivities

Families, active

Sail to Medes Islands and the
Costa Brava.

Families, senior, active

CA, ES, EN, FR

Enjoy the experience of sailing.

CA, ES, EN, FR

Yes

Yes

All year

March to November

L’Estartit harbour.

Sailing School, l’Estartit

Jetski
Flyboard
Cours of Apnea

Equipment, insurance,
taxes and instructor.
Further information:

Further information:

Nàutica Carreras
escolanauticacarreras.com

Club Nàutic Estartit
www.cnestartites
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We wait for you!

Photographer : Diego Escobar

To obtain more information and details of
companies and services that provide
activities in l’Estartit and Torroella:

Tourist Information Office l’Estartit
Passeig Marítim, s/n · 17258
l’Estartit Tel. 972 75 19 10
info@visitestartit.com
www.visitestartit.com
Tourist Information Office Torroella de Montgrí
Carrer d’Ullà, 31 · 17257 Torroella de Montgrí
Tel. 972 75 51 80
info@museudelamediterrania.cat
www.museudelamediterrania.cat

www.visitestartit.com

